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Good as old-timey barn-raisings, corn-shuckings and apple-squeezings are community cannings. Come blackberry season Denny and Ken, Chris and Karla, Myrtle and Marybeth spill out of their VW RABBITS onto ripening brambles — with buckets, hats, gloves, bug repellant, and bubble gum. When bees hum uncomfortably close, the group breaks off and heads (past the Drive-In where "Bo Lero" is playing) for pot-luck and a swim. Then the serious jellying begins. Dark berries are boiled in assorted pans. Jelly-jar washers, dryers, ladlers, and sealers are kept busy. Ken quotes THE TULSA TRIBUNE: "Eskimos in Nicaragua are curious about how Polaroids will work in Primary Reading and Poetry Programs." As the sun sets, jelly jars fill, and talk turns to Bo Derek and chandeliers.
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